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ABSTRACT

Aerosol radiative forcing can be difficult to quantify both accurately and

precisely in global climate models. Long climate model integrations are often

required and levels of statistical uncertainty can be substantial for some of the

diagnostic methods and diagnosed forcings. Instantaneous estimates of sul-

fate aerosol direct radiative forcings in the present-day climate are compared

to forcings that were determined using different diagnostic methods based on

nudged climate model simulations with specified sea surface temperatures and

sea ice. Our results show that the accuracy and precision of aerosol radiative

forcing estimates vary considerably among different methods. Nudging of

model trajectories to constrain natural meteorological variability in the simu-

lations leads to highly accurate and precise estimates of sulfate radiative forc-

ings for a wide range of nudging parameters. The radiative forcing of black

carbon aerosols, for which instantaneous estimates of the direct radiative forc-

ing are not available, was also assessed using these methods. We show that

the nudging process also significantly increases the precision of these radia-

tive forcing estimates.
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1. Introduction27

Aerosols can cause negative or positive radiative forcings by scattering and absorption of ra-28

diation (the direct effect). Absorbing aerosols can also lead to the evaporation of cloud droplets29

(the semi-direct effect). Furthermore, aerosols can act as Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) and30

thereby cause changes in cloud properties and associated radiative fluxes (indirect effects), includ-31

ing changes in precipitation efficiencies and cloud lifetimes (the second indirect or cloud lifetime32

effect).33

Uncertainties in the radiative effects of aerosols on climate represent a leading cause of overall34

uncertainty in climate projections (Boucher et al. 2013).These uncertainties are largely associated35

with limitations in simulations of aerosol, cloud microphysical, and optical properties in Global36

Climate Models (GCM). Limited observations of aerosol distributions and radiative properties37

means that there are currently no practical alternatives to GCM-based estimates of global radiative38

forcings.39

Different methods have been used to diagnose radiative forcing (RF) in GCMs. For instance, in-40

stantaneous RFs can be diagnosed as the radiative flux perturbation after an climate forcing agent41

is introduced, usually by performing additional radiation calculations in the GCM with fixed mete-42

orological conditions. However, this method cannot be used if RFs are intimately tied to changes43

in clouds, water vapor, and temperature. This is particularly important for aerosol semi-direct44

and second indirect effects. RF methods that account for dynamic interactions of atmospheric45

processes are needed to account for these changes. For example, RF can be determined as the dif-46

ference in radiative fluxes between two simulations, with and without the radiative effects of the47

original forcing agent included. Such approaches are based on the assumption that meteorological48

variables respond rapidly to the introduction of a RF agent so that impacts of RFs on sea surface49
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temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice (e.g. Lohmann et al. 2010; Boucher et al. 2013) or surface air50

temperatures (Hansen et al. 2005) can be neglected in order to separate RFs from climate feedback51

processes.52

As simulated radiative fluxes vary in time and space due to model internal variability, the diag-53

nosis of statistically meaningful aerosol radiative forcings often requires multi-decade long simu-54

lations or an ensemble of shorter simulations. This fact is particularly important for forcing agents55

that produce radiative forcings which are much smaller than cloud and snow radiative effects in56

the simulations, which can easily mask the radiative forcings. However, much shorter model inte-57

grations are frequently used in practice, especially for models with costly treatments of complex58

aerosol and chemical processes. This raises concerns about the precision of these forcing esti-59

mates, with potential implications for the accuracy of climate assessments that are based on these60

estimates.61

Kooperman et al. (2012) introduced a method in which RFs were determined as the difference62

in radiative fluxes between two simulations, with nudging of atmospheric variables in the simula-63

tions so that the natural variability in the two simulations was similar. This nudging considerably64

improved the statistical significance of forcing estimates for aerosol indirect effects. However,65

they did not use their method to diagnose aerosol direct radiative effects and only used a single66

model with a very specific implementation of the nudging approach. Furthermore, it is possible67

that the unphysical nudging of the simulations could improve the precision of the RF estimates68

while reducing their accuracy. While it is promising, further analysis of the method is needed.69

Since uncertainties in diagnostic methods may contribute to overall uncertainties in radiative70

forcings, it is useful to both quantify and reduce these uncertainties. In the following, the accu-71

racy and precision of some commonly used diagnostic methods for aerosol radiative forcings are72

evaluated. Two climatologically important types of aerosols with very different radiative effects,73
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sulfate and black carbon, are considered. The method by Kooperman et al. (2012) is analyzed in74

detail to determine the influence of nudging variables and parameters on diagnosed forcings.75

2. Methods76

a. Model Summary77

The Canadian Atmospheric Global Climate Model (CanAM4.1) is used to diagnose radiative78

forcings of sulfate and black carbon aerosols. The model is similar to the earlier version CanAM479

(Von Salzen et al. 2013). The main model improvements that are relevant to this study are a80

higher vertical resolution in the upper troposphere, a reduced solar constant (1361 Wm−2) and an81

improved treatment of radiative transfer for the solar continuum. The linear grid in the model has82

a resolution of 128 (longitude) by 64 (latitude) for a spectral resolution of T63 and 49 vertical83

levels. As described by von Salzen et al. (2013), the model contains a prognostic treatment of bulk84

aerosols. In this study, present-day aerosol and aerosol precursor emissions from the ECLIPSE85

emission inventory, version 4a (Klimont et al., in preparation; http://nilu.eclipse.no, and will be86

also available from http://eccad.sedoo.fr ) are used. Simulations were performed following the87

specifications outlined by Taylor et al. (2012) for the Atmospheric Model Inter-comparison Project88

(AMIP), which is a subset of the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5).89

b. Diagnostic Methods for Aerosol Radiative Forcings90

Aerosol direct RFs are diagnosed in this study using different methods, as we will now discuss.91

For sulfate aerosol, the results are evaluated through comparisons with instantaneous RFs at the92

top of the atmosphere (TOA), which is diagnosed as the difference in net TAO radiative flux with93

and without extinction of radiation by aerosols in the model. We also refer to as the true forcing94
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because it is a purely diagnostic method which directly samples radiative transfer calculations in95

the model.96

The Effective Radiative Forcing (ERF) (Boucher et al. 2013), also known as radiative flux per-97

turbation (Lohmann et al. 2010;Haywood et al. 2009) or quasi-forcing(Rotstayn and Penner 200198

) computes the aerosol RF as a radiative flux (F) perturbation at the TOA,99

ERF = F(aerosol)−F(noaerosol), (1)

based on a pair of simulations with identical SSTs and sea ice conditions. In Eqn (1), F(aerosol)100

and F(noaerosol) refer respectively to the TOA radiative fluxes for simulations with and without101

the effect of the aerosol on clear sky radiative transfer. The latter simulation is carried out having102

set aerosol concentrations to zero in the radiation scheme, which eliminates direct radiative effects103

from the model but has no direct impacts on other climate forcings and processes.104

For simulations with fixed SST but evolving land surface temperatures,Hansen et al. (2005)105

proposed the following radiative forcing estimate106

HansenRF = ERF+δTs/λ , (2)

where δTs is the global surface air temperature change and λ is the equilibrium climate sensitiv-107

ity. Here, we use λ = 0.96K/(Wm−2) (Andrews et al. 2012) based on coupled simulations with108

CanESM2 for doubling of CO2. Hansen RF arguably provides a better estimate of the RF than109

ERF because it accounts for surface temperature feedbacks. Surface temperature changes result in110

global-scale temperature changes, so the Hansen RF can only be meaningfully defined on a global111

average and spatial patterns are not available.112

As a result of the chaotic nature of the climate system, the realizations of natural variability will113

be different in the individual simulations used to determine ERF or Hansen RF. Radiative forcing114
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estimates are therefore based on relatively small differences in the means of highly variable quanti-115

ties. As Kooperman et al. (2012) showed, the impact of natural variability in these simulations can116

be minimized by nudging simulated horizontal wind and dry static energy to follow a prescribed117

atmospheric realization simulated by a previous control simulation with the model. Denoting the118

model state as X , the model dynamics and physics M(X) is modified with a nudging term119

∂Xm

∂ t
= M (Xm)−

Xm −Xp

τ
. (3)

The subscripts m and p denote the nudged and prescribed model states, respectively, andτ is120

the relaxation time constant. In general, the nudging is only applied to a subset of model fields.121

In the current study, different model fields and time scales are used to examine the sensitivity of122

the method to these choices. In the following, we will refer to nudged effective radiative forcing123

(NERF) and Hansen nudged radiative forcing (Hansen NERF).124

In addition to sulfate, the methods described above were also applied to diagnose RFs for black125

carbon. However, ERF methods do not filter out responses of clouds to changes in atmospheric126

heating rates so black carbon RF estimates also include semi-direct effects. Consequently, instan-127

taneous direct radiative forcing estimates cannot be used to evaluate black carbon RFs.128

c. Model Simulations129

A 20-member ensemble of simulations was generated to provide control simulations for the RF130

diagnostic methods. Each control simulation includes sulfate and black carbon radiative effects131

and started on 1 January 2006, with a 1 year spin-up. The analysis period ran from 1 January132

2007 to 31 December 2010, yielding a total of 80 simulated years for the analysis of radiative133

forcings. In order to determine the direct ERF and corresponding Hansen RF , two further 20-134
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member model ensembles were generated without contributions of sulfate aerosol or black carbon135

to radiative transfer, respectively.136

In order to compute the RFs for the nudged simulations, several different 6-member model en-137

sembles were generated. In the first ensemble, the horizontal winds and temperatures were nudged138

toward the corresponding fields from the first 6 control ensemble members on a timescale of 24139

hours. A second model ensemble was generated for a nudging time scale of 6 hours and a third140

ensemble for the same relaxation time scale but with additional nudging of specific humidity. The141

sulfate instantaneous RF was determined directly from the radiation code of the control simula-142

tions.143

3. Analysis of Diagnosed Radiative Forcings144

Ensemble means and standard deviations of the global-mean sulfate and black carbon RFs are145

summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the corresponding RFs for individual ensemble members.146

For sulfate RF, the Hansen RF produces slightly better agreement with the true RF than the ERFs.147

However, benefits of surface air temperature corrections are relatively small for NERFs owing to148

highly constrained air temperatures in the nudged simulations. Nudging of model meteorological149

fields clearly leads to a much smaller spread among ensemble members and therefore higher preci-150

sion, especially for the most strongly constrained approach with nudging of winds, temperatures,151

and specific humidity. An important result of these calculations is that the higher precision of the152

estimates does not come at the expense of their accuracy (Table 1).153

To assess differences in ensemble-mean RF estimates between different methods, Table 2 sum-154

marizes P-values of student’s T-tests for both sulfate and black carbon. Before T-tests are carried155

out, the F-test for equal variance between two samples was conducted and the appropriate T-test156

used. For a P-value that is lower than 0.05, it can be inferred that differences in mean RF exist157
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at a 95% confidence level. ERF and NERF estimates are almost all statistically distinguishable158

with the exception of the sulfate Hansen RF, RF estimates are indistinguishable between NERF159

estimates, which indicates that details of the nudging approach concerning the choice of relaxation160

time scale or variables are not critical for overall results of this method.161

Nudging leads to a slightly higher true RF than in the free control run (Table 1), which can only162

be explained by small changes in simulated climate with this approach. While differences are163

significant (Table 2), they are very small.164

P-values among individual RF diagnostic methods are summarized in Table 3. Results in Table 3165

confirm that the Hansen method improves the agreement between the ERF and true RF for sulfate.166

Interestingly, the most strongly constrained nudging approach producing the highest precision (D),167

results in a RF that is significantly different from the true forcing, even with the Hansen correction168

of the RF. Owing to the very high precision of the method, relatively small differences in the mean169

RF can be detected by this method, even if differences may not be very meaningful in practical170

applications of the method.171

In addition to global RFs, spatial patterns of RF are of interest for studies of regional climate172

processes. Figure 2 shows maps of annual mean ERF and NERF for the different methods, both173

for sulfate and black carbon. The sulfate RF is strongly negative in coastal areas of China, which174

can be explained by strong fossil fuel sources of sulfate in this region, while volcanic emissions175

contribute to the RF over the Mediterranean. With nudging, RF fields agree much better with the176

true RF, even though the number of ensemble members is smaller than for the ERF (6 vs. 20).177

Results for black carbon are broadly consistent with results for sulfate. The black carbon RF178

is particularly variable in the Pacific and Atlantic subtropic Ocean regions,which is considerably179

reduced with nudging.180
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Differences in sulfate spatial RF patterns are summarized in a Taylor diagram (Taylor 2001)181

(Figure 3). Estimates of NERF agree better with the true forcing than the ERF, especially for182

simulations with short nudging time scale and nudging of moisture.183

4. Summary184

Effective Radiative Forcing (ERF) estimates of the global sulfate direct radiative forcing with-185

out properly accounting for impacts of RFs on surface air temperatures in diagnostic calculations186

are significantly different from instantaneous RF estimates for present-day climate from simula-187

tions with CanAM4.1. The precision of estimates of aerosol radiative forcing based on differences188

between model simulations with and without aerosols is generally limited by model internal vari-189

ability. The spatial patterns of Effective Radiative Forcing for sulfate and black carbon aerosols190

diagnosed in CanAM4.1 display clearly unphysical features even after averaging over 80 years191

of simulation. A considerably improved method for diagnosing sulfate RFs is obtained by con-192

straining model fields by nudging which reduces the difference in internal variability between193

simulations with and without aerosol radiative forcing. Although the nudging slightly changes194

the simulated climate and causes statistically significant biases in forcing estimates, the overall195

accuracy and precision of the method is very high compared to unconstrained RF estimates, even196

with a much lower number of ensemble members. Variations in details of the nudging approach197

(relaxation time and nudged fields) causes differences that are very small compared to overall im-198

provements in RF estimates. Furthermore, the method does not require an additional correction199

of diagnosed RFs to account for changes in surface air temperatures, in marked contrast to un-200

constrained ERF estimates. Similar benefits of nudging are also found for the diagnosis of black201

carbon radiative effects.202
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Overall, the nudged ERF method can be recommended for the diagnosis of aerosol direct RFs203

in GCMs.204
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TABLE 1. Estimated global-mean radiative forcing for different diagnostic methods. A: ERF. B: NERF, with

24-hour relaxation time scale. C: NERF, with 6-hour relaxation time scale. D: NERF, Additional nudging of

specific humidity. Within each row, the upper set of numbers are for sulfate aerosol and the lower row for black

carbon.

243

244

245

246

True Forcing (W m−2) RF (W m−2) Hansen RF (W m−2)

A −0.6022±0.0052 −0.5428±0.1082 −0.5700±0.1037

0.3372±0.1273 0.3559±0.1334

B −0.6076±0.0055 −0.5970±0.0123 −0.6073±0.0128

0.4508±0.0240 0.4457±0.0229

C −0.6136±0.0044 −0.6002±0.0205 −0.6073±0.0211

0.4390±0.0182 0.4326±0.0180

D −0.6102±0.0054 −0.5881±0.0060 −0.5957±0.0059

0.4347±0.0099 0.4281±0.0100
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TABLE 2. P values of T-tests of differences between global mean radiative forcing as estimated by the different

methods.

247

248

A vs. B A vs. C A vs. D B vs. C B vs. D C vs. D

Sulfate True RF 0.040 6.7×10−5 3.3×10−3 0.063 0.42 0.26

ERF 0.040 0.035 0.078 0.75 0.14 0.21

Hansen RF 0.13 0.14 0.28 0.99 0.072 0.24

Black Carbon ERF 1.0×10−3 2.3×10−3 2.9×10−3 0.36 0.16 0.62

Hansen RF 8.8×10−3 0.021 0.026 0.30 0.12 0.60
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TABLE 3. As in table 2, for tests of differences between true RF, ERF, and Hansen RF estimates for individual

methods.

249

250

A B C D

Sulfate True vs. ERF 0.024 0.082 0.17 5.0×10−5

True vs. Hansen RF 0.18 0.96 0.51 1.2×10−3

ERF vs. Hansen RF 0.42 0.19 0.57 0.052

Black Carbon ERF vs. Hansen RF 0.65 0.71 0.55 0.28
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FIG. 1. Global-mean estimates of sulfate and black carbon radiative forcing from both ERF (circle) and

Hansen (inverted triangle) methods. Experiments are as described in the caption of Table 1.
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FIG. 2. Maps of ERF sulfate radiative forcing (upper) and black carbon radiative forcing (bottom) for different

nudging parameters. In the panel beside each map, the red line is zonal mean of the true forcing for sulfate and

the blue line is the ERF estimate in both sulfate and black carbon radiative forcing estimates.
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FIG. 3. Taylor diagram of ensemble-mean sulfate radiative forcing for the nudged ERF simulations relative to

the true forcing. The different experiments (A through D) are as listed in the caption of Figure 1.
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